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AI seems to be taking over the world

text images code





AI is impressive, but far from perfect

• It doesn’t know what’s true
• It can’t evaluate what outputs will 

resonate with people 
• It’s answers are pretty basic -

summarized from what’s already 
written.

• It can’t do fact-based original 
content
• No novel scientific research
• No expert interviews,
• No investigative research



People are highly trained in the skills and 
values of producing quality content

This can’t be replaced



But once you’ve done original work, the 
battle for attention begins…

This is where AI can help
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Given original content, 
AI can help transform it

create news illustrations for 
social media

explain science on Twitter

turn a news story into a 
TikTok reel



How do we structure human-AI collaboration?



Design requires lots of ideas and prototypes

Goal
Lots of 
ideas

See what 
works

Prototype Lots of 
ideas

Improved
Prototype
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See what 
works

It’s easier for people to recognize a good idea, 
than to generate one.



Human-AI Collaboration

● Explore the design space.
● Provide a good starting point.
● Create many prototypes

quickly.

AI can help:

● Understand the context and goal
● Pick the direction 
● Judge the outputs
● Iterate on the direction
● Ensure a cohesive output.

People must:
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● News Illustrations
○ Create images for social media

● Science Hooks
○ Motivate science on Twitter

● News Reels 
○ Turn news into TikTok videos
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● News Illustrations
○ Create images for social media

● Science Hooks
○ Motivate science on Twitter

● News Reels 
○ Turn news into TikTok videos



What the Future May Hold for the 
Coronavirus and Us

Bianca Bagnarelli

What Should Happen to Our Data
When We Die?

Somnath Bhatt

The IRS could owe you an old refund

Courtesy Getty Images

Art is essential for journalism
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Eye-catching visuals increase click-through rate 

https://www.fastcompany.com/90739988/the-irs-could-owe-you-an-old-refund-but-you-have-less-than-a-week-to-claim-it


But small newspapers can’t afford unique art
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AI Image Generation is impressive!

But also limited – really have to tell it what 
you want… 



We need specific description of art to represent the headline

Ivy League students are not who 
you think they are, Mr. President
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Ivy growing up a neoclassical pillar the style of abstract art

A structure for image prompts is 
“{SUBJECT} in the style of {STYLE}”

Ivy League students are not who 
you think they are, Mr. President
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Subjects can be keywords from headlines
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Subjects can be related to the tone of the article
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Opal: GPT + Dall-E for News Illustrations
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1. Use GPT to generate keywords from article.
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2. Use GPT to generate concrete nouns for keywords
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3. Use GPT to generate tones for articles
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4. Use GPT to generate concrete nouns for tones
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Climate change is speeding up sound in the ocean. 

Graveyard underwater, photo 25



Climate change is speeding up sound in the ocean. 

whale dying in a red ocean on fire, photo 26



A final image is often a combination of visual ideas

global warming marine life

whale dying in a red ocean on fire, photo 

whale

horror

graveyard
Woodcutting

photo

Keywords Tones

panic

Styles

b&w photo

fish dolphin
snakespider
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With Opal, users found 2x more usable outcomes than 
with just generative AI.
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Me, TV, and COVID-19

TV in the style of Dali
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A hug in the style of pixel art 

Hyrule, Heroics and Healing
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Why Metternich Matters

Diplomat In the style of contemporary art 31



News Illustrations: Human-AI Collaboration

● Explore concrete subjects and 
styles to represent the 
headline

● Generate many images

AI can:

● Pick the relevant subjects and 
styles

● Judge the image outputs
● Iterate based on judgement
● Select the ultimate prompt to 

generate an appropriate image

People must:
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● News Illustrations
○ Create images for social media

● Science Hooks
○ Motivate science on Twitter

● News Reels 
○ Turn news into TikTok videos



Communicating science to the public is 
important to democracy



But scientists are trained to talk to 
other scientists, not the public

• Long
• Jargon
• Complex
• In a “foreign language”

• (Often behind a pay wall)

Many scientists would like to explain their work to 
the public but don’t know how



Tweetorial
(n.)

an emerging format for explaining 
complex STEM concepts on Twitter.

Tweetorial
(n.)

an emerging format for explaining 
complex STEM concepts on Twitter.



Relatable stories

No jargon!

Sparks curiosity

The hardest part is writing a “hook” to grab readers’ 
attention and motivate the topic in 1 tweet



People struggle to write engaging 

hooks

Doesn’t spark 
curiosity

Not relatable



Good Example

Jargon-free Relatable & Specific Example Sparks Curiosity



Unfortunately, GPT can’t write hooks on it’s own.

• Example is off topic.
• Lacks specificity in 

experiences.
• Not quite targeted at 

general audience.

• Overall, 3.5 / 5



Human + AI Hook Writing System









User Study

- 10 users, 1.5 hours each
- introduction about the task and the system
- 6 rounds of hook writing tasks, 3 with system and 3 without
- fill out 6 NASA TLX forms and semi-structured interviews



Result 1: LLMs ease the writing process.

only +
Less mentally demanding:
Help brainstorm, Ease the process to 
simplify language into digestible terms 
that more people could understand, Find 
more good examples,

Less Effort:
Less search on google, less time, easy to 
edit

Better Performance:
Create better hooks, more confident and 
satisfied



Without System With System

These days computers are a huge 
part of our lives- what illegal 
activities could be going on within 
our computers? In this thread, we 
will be exploring cybercrime, and 
what this could mean for our 
online safety. 1/

Have you ever received a call out of the 
blue from someone claiming to be from 
your bank, asking for your personal 
information? After this happened to me 
recently, I wondered what other kinds of 
cybercrime exist and how someone like 
me can protect themselves? Here's 
what I found out: 

Hooks (without system vs with system)

Topic: Cybercrime



Result 2: User still need to make edits for 
requirements and personal styles.

1. Edit for requirements: 

2.   Rewrite in their own voice:
word-level, tone, emojis

- Split long sentences for easier reading
- Insert emojis for tone and personal style
- Delete filler words that sounded unnatural

• Remove jargon
• Edit anecdote to make it true to their experience
• Add specifics to the anecdote
• Increase curiosity with more exaggeration



Science Hooks: Motivate science on Twitter



Tweetorial Hooks: Human-AI Collaboration

● Explore everyday examples of 
a topic.

● Suggest relatable experiences
● Provide sample text with no 

jargon to get them started.

AI can:

● Verify the applications are relevant
to the topic

● Verify the anecdotes will resonate 
with the general public

● Iterate on anecdote to be true to 
their experience

● Rewrite text in their own “voice”

People must:
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● News Illustrations
○ Create images for social media

● Science Hooks
○ Motivate science on Twitter

● News Reels 
○ Turn news into TikTok videos



“News Reels” deliver news by acting it out
• News reels are an emerging format of 

sharing news on social media.

• Many news publishers are embracing this 

format to engage with younger audiences.

• They are: 

• short

• fast-paced

• story-driven 

• colloquial

• fun



News Reel Challenge: 
Balance between entertainment and information

• People (not AI) are crucial in making these decisions
• GPT doesn’t know what the audience will find engaging
• And can’t judge what’s an appropriate script for a story

• But GPT can provide options for different degrees of infotainment
• People can tweak and evaluate each one to see if it fits.



Three options for “infotainment” in scripts:

• Expository Dialog: (low entertainment)
• An expert explains the story to a newcomer

• Re-enactments (medium entertainment)
• Two characters reenact the story

• Comedic Analogy (high entertainment)
• Two characters acting-out of an amusing situation that is analogous to the 

news event. 
• For example, an airline merger is like a wedding, where the companies how 

they met and describe how their new life together will be.



ReelFramer scaffolds the process of 
transforming print articles into news reels



1. Enter the news article



2. Review extracted info on “where” “who” 
and “what happened?”



3. Explore details for “expository dialog”



4. Generate “Expository Dialog” scripts



5. Explore details for “Reenactments”



5. Generate Scripts for “Reenactments”



6. Regenerate script for Reactment



7. Explore details for Comedic Analogy



8. Generate Script for Comedic Analogy



9. Generate character boards and backgrounds



9. Generate a Storyboard



User study with five journalism students. 



Reel produced by P5 
(30 seconds)



Here is another participant’s reel about the Willow Project.



Reel produced by P3 
(33 seconds)



Reels had high information quality

● The average accuracy score was 5.3/7

● The average score for correct 
information focus was 5.4/7.

● The inaccuracies mostly came from 
the participants interjecting their 
opinions into the reels.



TikTok power users rated reels very high for 
coherency, engagement and style.

● Reels scored high for 
coherency and engagement.

● Reels performed well for 
capturing the TikTok style, 
(6.12 of 7).



Actual Impact on Users

• Creating in a new paradigm is daunting.
• Tools help get people over the creative hump. 
• Gives people lots of options to help get “unstuck”

• But that training is still ESSENTIAL to the process.
• Journalistic integrity and values are still at the heart of the process.

• At the Journalism School career fair, several news outlets were asking 
for experience creating news reels. Our users could say yes!



News Reels: Turn news into TikTok videos
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ReelFramer Human AI Collaboration

● Explore the design space for 
script creation.

● Providing a good starting point
for scriptwriting.

● Inspiring users in visual design 
and acting.

The AI can:

● Check facts
● Decide if a script is appropriate.
● Balance entertainment vs. 

information
● Strike an appropriate and natural 

tone.
● Ensure the story is coherent.

The people must:
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● News Illustrations
○ Create images for social media

● Science Hooks
○ Motivate science on Twitter

● News Reels 
○ Turn news into TikTok videos



Summary



AI seems to be taking over the world

text images code



AI is impressive, but far from perfect

• It doesn’t know what’s true
• It can’t evaluate what outputs will 

resonate with people 
• It’s answers are pretty basic -

summarized from what’s already 
written.

• It can’t do fact-based original 
content
• No novel scientific research
• No expert interviews,
• No investigative research



People are highly trained in the skills and 
values of producing quality content

This can’t be replaced



But once you’ve done original work, the 
battle for attention begins…

This is where AI can help
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Given original content, 
AI can help transform it

create news illustrations for 
social media

explain science on Twitter

turn a news story into a 
TikTok reel



How do we structure human-AI collaboration?



Design requires lots of ideas and prototypes

Goal
Lots of 
ideas

See what 
works

Prototype Lots of 
ideas

Improved
Prototype
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See what 
works

It’s easier for people to recognize a good idea, 
than to generate one.



News Illustrations: Create Images for Social Media
Climate change is speeding up sound in the ocean. 

global warming marine life

whale dying in a red ocean on fire, photo 

whale

horror

graveyard
Woodcutting

photo

Keywords Tones

panic

Styles

b&w photo

fish dolphin
snakespider
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Science Hooks: Motivate science on Twitter



News Reels: Turn news into TikTok videos
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Human-AI Collaboration

● Explore the design space.
● Provide a good starting point.
● Create many prototypes

quickly.

AI can help:

● Understand the context and goal
● Pick the direction 
● Judge the outputs
● Iterate on the direction
● Ensure a cohesive output.

People must:
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News ReelsTweetorial Hooks


